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of Bautzen, he savagely devastated the German frontier-
lands and even eastern Saxony. Conrad's campaign against
him in 1029 was as great a failure as those of Henry II
against Boleslav. He was defeated by the terrain, swampy
and thickly wooded, which prevented him from coming to
grips with the enemy and wore out his troops. Two years
later he organised a more successful campaign, in conjunction
with Yaroslav of Kiev, who attacked from the east, so that
Mesco was unable to pursue his tactics of avoiding battle
and was forced to come to terms. The territory won by his
father was ceded, and Poland became once more a duchy
under German overlordship, reduced in size to what it was
before the reign of Boleslav the Mighty. Moreover, after
Mesco's death in 1034 his widow Richeza, a niece of Otto
III, had to take refuge with her son Casimir in Germany ;
and Poland fell back into a primitive state of civil war and
anarchy. There was one less fortunate result of the defeat
of Poland. The pagan Slavs in the north-east, especially
the Liutizii, had made common cause with the Germans
against the Poles. Now that this danger was removed, their
old feud with the Saxons broke out again, and Conrad had
to undertake two expeditions against them, in 1035 and
1036, before they were reduced to obedience.
Between the defeat of Conrad in Poland and his final Unsuccessful
victory, he had had to turn his attention to Hungary.    St. ^^ct
Stephen, who was responsible for the Christianisation of his Hungary
country in 1000 and had received a crown from Rome, had
continued in friendly relations with Otto Ill's  successor,
whose sister Gisela he had married.    Friction, however, had
arisen in Conrad's reign, probably out of border disputes
with Bavaria, and in 1030 Conrad led an expedition into
Hungary which was as unsuccessful as his Polish expedition
of 1029.    A counter-expedition of the Hungarians into the
East Mark succeeded in capturing Vienna.1    Peace was made
the following year, when Vienna was restored and Hungary
gained a slight addition of territory at the expense of Bavaria.
Of the three south-eastern States, Bohemia had always Bohemian
been the most submissive to German authority.    It tookrevolt
sides with Germany against Poland in 1029, when Bratislav, overcome
1The Roman Vindobona thus re-appears in history, and for the first
time under its modern name.

